Attention:- PG IVth (Terminal) Sem Students of DDE

1. Written Examination shall be conducted in the form of Open-Book Examination with the weightage of 80 marks.
2. Remaining 20 marks shall be assigned for IAA in each subject Examination.
3. That for the written examination, the question paper shall be sent through e-mail or WhatsApp, 5 minutes before the start of the examination and the students shall be required to return written sheets through WhatsApp or e-mail not later than 15 minutes after the maximum time of the examination.
4. Time limit of Examination shall be 2hrs & 30 minutes. Each students shall be asked to attempt any 5 out of 10 questions from the entire syllabus. Each question shall carry 16 marks,
5. Students shall write answers on self attested white sheets marked with page number.
6. Marks obtained by the candidates in IAA shall be added to the marks obtained by him/her in theory Examination.